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Believe it or not, there's a lot of inventing going on in the kitchen. Unless you only eat fruits and

veggies right off the plant, you are using tools and techniques invented by humans to make

food more tasty and easier to digest. When you cook food, you start to break it down into a

form your body can absorb. When you add chemicals to make it thicker, gooey-er, or puffy-er,

you turn a bunch of boring ingredients into a mouth-watering snack. Edible Inventions: Cooking

Hacks and Yummy Recipes You Can Build, Mix, Bake, and Grow will show you some unusual

ways to create a meal, and help you invent some of your own. Projects include:3D printing with

foodChemical cuisine and molecular gastronomyPrepared foods like ketchup and pickles at

homeGrowing your own ingredientsCooking off the grid
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To my boys: good eaters, good cooks, and always happy to experiment in the kitchen!
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PrefaceIn 2012, Make: magazine asked me how I came to invent the PancakeBot. I told them

that one day for breakfast I was drawing pancakes for my daughters Lily and Maia and reading

Make: magazine. There was an article () that described using LEGO to build a prototype of a

machine that stamps images onto pancakes. I don’t know exactly how it happened, but I think I

mentioned the article to Lily and the next thing I heard was, “Maia! Papa is going to make a

pancake machine!” Maia screamed in excitement and both of them did some kind of dance,



and the next thing I knew, I was on the hook to make a PancakeBot.Over the next few years, I

brought different versions of the PancakeBot to Maker Faires in New York, San Francisco,

France, the UK, and Norway. One of the highlights of that time was when we were invited to the

White House Maker Faire in Washington, D. C. Today, I run a company called PancakeBot LLC.

We’ve partnered with another company named Storebound that helps us make and sell

machines that automatically “print” pancakes in any design you create. And I've learned a lot

about how an invention goes from an idea to a reality.The thing with inventing is that most

inventors focus on, well, the inventing part. As a result, many people struggle to share their

inventions with the world. There are lots of way to “take your invention to market,” which is

when an idea goes from the drawing board to the store shelf (or even an online store). Before

sharing your idea, though, you should ask yourself if you want to protect it, or put it out there

for the world to run with.If you want to protect your idea, you’ll have to file a patent application.

That lets you claim a “patent pending” status and tell the world you intend to protect your idea.

Luckily, the United States Patent Office has lots of information on this. You can visit for more

information. Another route that you can consider is licensing, where you share your protected

idea with a manufacturer who can take it to market for you. In exchange, you get royalty

payments based on how many products you sell. (A good reference is the book Sell Your Ideas

With or Without a Patent by Stephen M. Key.)If you want to share your idea with a different type

of protection, you can make it “open source” and release it with a Creative Commons license.

This allows others to use your idea as long as they don’t sell it themselves. You can learn more

at . If you’re interested in producing the idea yourself, consider a crowdfunding platform such

as KickStarter or IndieGoGo. These websites not only help you raise money for your idea, they

also allow you to test out what people think about your idea before you actually manufacture

it.Lastly (and most important in my opinion), you have to learn to tell your story. Show people

your passion and tell them how you got to your idea. Tell them what inspired you to solve a

problem or bridge a gap between two existing ideas. Sharing is a great way to get people

excited and build up a good base of fans who want to be a part of your project. A great way to

do this is to display your project at one of the many Maker Faires that take place around the

world. You’ll meet people that have your same passion for creating and making. You may even

find someone to help you along the way. Always remember that your idea is just the beginning

of a great journey, and persistence is 95 percent of that journey.Since I built that first

PancakeBot out of LEGO for my daughters, I’ve explored many aspects of food printing, and

I’m going to work to keep pushing the boundaries of the technology in the future. My hope is

that this book gets you excited about inventing and creating with food, too. What’s so special

about food? Well, it’s something that all of us have in common. It’s a personal experience we all

share and a way to create and experiment, with a rather low cost. Food binds us together,

whether it’s when you sit down for dinner with your family or enjoy a treat at a restaurant.

Learning about food, how it works, and how you can invent around it opens up your mind to

experimenting and making. Inventing with food may help you figure out how to address larger

problems and challenges the world faces, or it may just be a way to make you experience

cooking in a fun way. Remember that when inventing with food, you can eat your mistakes!

Keep on Making, Creating, and Inventing!Miguel ValenzuelaCreator of PancakeBot

Introduction: How to Cook Up a New InventionBelieve it or not, there’s a lot of inventing going

on in the kitchen. Most kitchens today are full of gadgets that can physically transform ordinary

ingredients into something new and interesting. They can be as simple as a wire whisk or as

complicated as a microwave oven.Then there’s the chemistry involved in cooking. All food—



even “natural” and organic food—contains chemicals. That’s not a bad thing. Every substance

on Earth is made up of chemicals, and chemical reactions are what give cooked foods their

taste, texture, and appearance. When you add chemicals to a dish to make it thicker, gooey-er,

or puffier, you turn a bunch of plain ingredients into a mouth-watering meal.Some of the

methods you’ll get to try in this book go back thousands of years. Others give you a peek at the

future of cooking. You’ll design machines that make food preparation easier (or just sillier).

You’ll experiment with chemicals that give food weird, alien forms. You’ll discover how

microscopic living organisms can add zing to what you eat. You’ll explore growing your own

food—no farm needed. You’ll learn about ways to cook outdoors, without gas or electricity. And

you’ll get to try out fascinating tools and techniques with delicious recipes.Edible Inventions:

Cooking Hacks and Yummy Recipes You Can Build, Mix, Bake, and Grow will show you some

unusual ways to create a meal, and help you invent some of your own. You’ll find out first-hand

how creative cooking can be, and how far edible inventions can take you.Step by Step: The

Invention ProcessThe best thing about inventing is that anyone can do it! But it helps if you

know the steps to follow. When Lily Born of Chicago was eight years old, she decided to design

a new kind of cup for her grandfather. His hands would shake because of Parkinson’s Disease

and make it hard for him to hold a cup without spilling it. Lily’s cup had three handles that

served as legs. When you put it down, the legs kept it steady and upright. She called her

invention the Kangaroo Cup, because kangaroos use their tails like a third leg to help them

balance.Credit: ImagirooCredit: ImagirooLily’s dad Joe, an inventor, offered to help Lily make

and sell her idea. They traveled to China, where Lily was born, to find a company to produce

high-quality ceramic Kangaroo Cups. The project was so successful that Lily began to win

awards. She was asked to give talks about how kids can become inventors. And in 2015, she

was even invited to take part in the White House Science Fair. By the time she was 13, Lily had

her own company, Imagiroo, and had sold over 11,000 cups.How did Lily go from shy school

kid to business powerhouse? Her website, , describes six steps in the invention

process:Observe Take a look around for needs to fill or problems to solve. That's what Lily did

when she noticed her grandfather was unhappy because he had trouble doing things for

himself.Brainstorm Think up as many ideas as you can that might solve your problem. It

doesn’t matter how wild they sound—at this point, anything goes! Write them down or make a

sketch of each one, or do both. Then go through your ideas and pick one (or a combination of

ideas) to work on.Prototype Make a model to see how your idea looks, works, and feels. Lily

made her first prototype by taking a regular cup and adding three legs using moldable

plastic.Experiment Find volunteers to test your prototype in real-world situations and tell you

what they think. Lily used family members as her test subjects.Iterate Take your testers’

feedback and use it to create new versions. You may need to go through the process several

times to get a product just right. Lily spent years making clay prototypes at a local pottery

studio. “We had enough iterations to fill up five shelves,” says Lily. When customers asked for a

child-proof model, she went through the entire process again to create a plastic version.Launch

When your design is ready, it’s time to do some marketing. Choose a catchy name, design nice

packaging, and look for ways to introduce your idea to the public. Lily’s dad helped her create

crowdfunding campaigns using the websites Kickstarter and Indiegogo. They spread the word

about the Kangaroo Cup and the girl who invented it.You’ll find that the steps above are also

helpful when trying out the projects in this book. Here are some more tips to keep in mind:Keep

notes on what you do! Many of the recipes in this book list suggested ingredients, with the

amounts left up to you. Write down which ingredients you add and how much. That will help

you remember which versions you like so you can make them again.A good way to record what



you do and how you did it is to take photos and videos. They also make it easy to share your

techniques with others or even write your own how-to.If a recipe or design doesn't work, don’t

give up! Go back over the directions and your notes, and figure out some possible solutions to

your problem. If you need help, check out books on the subject, search online, or look for

cooking experts in your family or community who are willing to look over your work and make

suggestions. As Lily says, “Never be afraid to ask for help. Whether you’re a kid or an adult,

whether it’s starting a business or an art project, you’re going to need help.”It doesn’t matter

whether or not you want to start your own company or just learn some new ways to cook. If you

like to play with your food, this book is for you. So tie on your apron, pop your chef’s hat on

your head, and keep reading. Bon appétit! (That’s French for “Enjoy your meal!”)

Fabric and Fiber Inventions: Sew, Knit, Print, and Electrify Your Own Designs to Wear, Use,

and Play With, Make: Paper Inventions: Machines that Move, Drawings that Light Up, and

Wearables and Structures You Can Cut, Fold, and Roll, Musical Inventions: DIY Instruments to

Toot, Tap, Crank, Strum, Pluck, and Switch On (Make), Bots! Robotics Engineering: with

Hands-On Makerspace Activities (Build It Yourself), Tinkering: Kids Learn by Making Stuff

(Make)

Ebook Tops Reader, “Save it for the little kids!. Great little addition to a young child’s, or very

inexperienced cook’s reading repertoire. Simple and basic with good photos and explicit

instructions.  Will be using it to teach little ones cooking, science, and creativity in the kitchen!”

ldg, “Five Stars. grandson loves this book; headed right for the kitchen”

A Romero, “It's NOT Just A Cookbook!. If you are into STEM education, which is an

interdisciplinary approach to teach science, technology, engineering and mathematics, you are

going to love this book. It is a marvelous way to introduce children to cooking, as well as to

encourage picky eaters to try new things, since they'll be involved in the process. However, this

is not just a cookbook, since it has instructions to build kitchen gadgets, stovetops, ovens and

more out of legos, cans boxes and more. It also has instructions on how to grow your own

ingredients, such as lettuce and herbs. The latter introduces the children to chemistry, physics,

biology and much more. In addition, it is open ended, so with adult supervision, the children

can experiment to invent their own dishes too. My daughters, who are now adults, used to love

to cook/bake with me when they were young and have grown up to be amazing cooks. I even

helped my oldest make a box oven for one of her science experiment when she was in the 5th

grade. I've also had cooking experiences in class with my elementary students for years.

Therefore, I know that cooking is not just a learning experience, but a bonding experience as

well. I HIGHLY recommend this book to parents and teachers of children ages 5 to 12... but

many adults like me will love it too!”

Mensa for Kids, “Edible Inventions is a kid-friendly and fun way to explore cooking while

learning about science. Edible Inventions is a kid-friendly and fun way to explore cooking while

learning about science. While it is in part a traditional cookbook with recipes, Edible Inventions

also explores STEM through different projects, and it also touches on growing ingredients. I

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/Exlze/Edible-Inventions-Cooking-Hacks-and-Yummy-Recipes-You-Can-Build-Mix-Bake-and-Grow


would recommend this book to kids 8 and up, but smaller children should have adult

supervision. It is easy to read, and the projects should be accomplished as much as possible

by the child so that they can fully explore the process, but adult supervision is good to prevent

any incidents.This is no ordinary cookbook, and in part, it focuses on making food usually

bought at the store, such as butter, pickles, sprouts, and granola. This aspect makes it great for

children since they get to explore where the food they eat originate. Personally, as a teenager, I

really enjoyed these recipes, and I found that it was fun to grow and make food that I usually

wouldn’t make myself, such as hummus and butter.Furthermore, this book allows for children

to explore STEM through projects such as solar ovens, a hydraulic 3D printer, and a motorized

butter churn. However, the more complex projects such as the ones just listed are difficult to

make since they require equipment usually not found at home. Furthermore, these projects are

a large part of the projects in Edible Inventions, so buying equipment is necessary to get the

most out of the book.Another way in which this book explores STEM is through non-traditional

recipes. The section called “Create Chemical Cuisine” highlights this aspect of the book,

including recipes such as agar noodles, dry ice sorbet, fizzy watermelon lemonade, and baked

foam meringue cookies. This was my favorite part of the book since it combined cooking and

science using ingredients I could find at the grocery store, resulting in projects that were out of

the ordinary, fun, and accessible.Ultimately, Edible Inventions is a great book for kids to explore

cooking through science, and it presents several interesting projects that are sure to excite

many about the wonders of the kitchen.Review by Lauren A., 16, Lone Star Mensa”

Ø<ß: Lynne E., “Science of Cooking for Kids. I love the "Make" do-it-yourself project books, because

the projects are fun, even as they teach scientific principles. In EDIBLE INVENTIONS:

COOKING HACKS AND YUMMY RECIPES YOU CAN BUILD, MIX, BAKE, AND GROW, the

focus is on cooking and kitchen-related projects for kids to try. This book probably won't be a

favorite with parents, if the kids decide they want to make an indoor worm bin (to turn food

scraps into garden fertilizer), or to build a compost pile!The book has lots of familiar projects

(e.g., grow an avocado plant from a seed held in water with toothpicks; grow sprouts in a jar;

use a soda bottle to separate eggs), and well-known recipes (e.g., a "sun pie" version of

S'Mores; a countertop yogurt made in a thermal cup; refrigerator pickles; oven-baked french

fries). There are recipes that make foamy drinks. There are directions for building a simple

motorized butter churn, a meal-sized thermal cooker, and a tin can cooker.The pages have lots

of sidebars that discuss historical cooking developments (e.g., what cooks did before baking

powder was invented), or that explain the science behind the recipes (e.g., how baking soda

and vinegar combined produce carbonation). This is a very good starter book for teaching kids

about the science of cooking.”

LA, “Fascinating Book That Combines Science, Tech, Nature, and Food. I would have loved a

book like this when I was a kid.This book is attractive and colorful (except for the bland cover).

Color photos appear throughout, and they are reproduced well. In fact, the quality is apparent

in term of the book's production.The content is an intriguing mix of technology, science, nature,

and food. It's a perfect book for geeky/foodie kids who enjoy a challenge or two. Even the

projects that seem a little out there (the hydraulic Lego 3D food printer comes to mind) provide

fascinating info about science and technology."The kitchen is a delicious place to invent,

experiment, and learn about chemistry and physics while having lots of lip-smacking fun."

Indeed!”



The book by Kathy Ceceri has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 18 people have provided feedback.
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